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Victoria has changed their program for 190/491 again for the 2021/2021 migration year.
What has changed?
Target Sectors:
They are now increased the target sectors to:

1.      Health

2.      Medical research

3.      Life sciences

4.      Digital

5.      Agri-food

6.      Advanced manufacturing

7.      New energy, emissions reduction and circular economy

Eligibility requirements:
-        You must be working in your occupation or a related occupation in Victoria.

-         You must have a skills assessment

-         Suitable English

-         Have at least 65 points

-         Lodged an expression of interest

-         Lodged a Registration of Interest with Victoria

VICTORIA'S SUBCLASS 190/491 PROGRAM OPENS 7 JULY 2021 AND
REQUIREMENTS HAVE CHANGED.
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Work experience requirements have changed:
While you must be working in your occupation or a related occupation. There is now no minimum period you

must be employed in Victoria in a related occupation.

You must be working in a regional area to be selected for 491

Registration of Interest process has changed
You can now apply for an ROI anytime from 7 July 2021 – no more monthly rounds.

Does Victoria have an occupation list?
No, Victoria’s program is different to other states – they focus on industry sectors to select who they will nominate

for subclass 190 and 491 visas.

What does Victoria mean by target sectors?
Victoria will consider most occupations for people who are working in the target sectors. More information on the

target sectors is below:

Health
You may be eligible if you are a professional providing medical services to Victorians as well as those involved in

related education and research and development.

You do not necessarily need to be working in a health occupation (e.g. Nurse) to be considered working in the

health sector. For example, a software developer working on software for hospitals is considered to be working in

the health sector.

Nursing applicants: Must be one of the following occupations:

- Midwife - 254111

- Registered Nurse (Aged Care) - 254412

- Registered Nurse (Critical Care and Emergency) - 254415

- Registered Nurse (Mental Health) - 254422

- Registered Nurse (Perioperative) – 254423

- Registered Nurse (Paediatrics) - 254425

Medical research
You may be eligible if your conduct medical research conducted in universities and research institutes. Medical

research includes activities such as drug development, clinical trials, health product manufacturing, medical

devices and digital health.

If you are using your STEMM skills to support medical research in Victoria, you are considered to be working in the

medical research sector.

 Life sciences
You may be eligible if you are working in life sciences such as medical technology, biotechnology and

pharmaceutical industries. Companies involved in food processing, nutraceuticals and cosmeceuticals may also

be considered to form part of the life sciences sector.

If you are using your STEMM skills to support Victoria’s life sciences sector, you are considered to be working in

the life sciences sector. For example, a lecturer in biotechnology working in a university is considered to be

working in life sciences.
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Digital
You may be eligible of you are working on a digital sector that makes use of technology and innovation to drive

economic growth, productivity and competitiveness in Victoria.

- Cyber security for 190 (if you are working have digital skills and working in a different sector you may be

considered for another industry sector)

Agri-food
You may be eligible if you are working in the agri-food sector if you are working to develop food growth and

production as well as the modernisation of Victoria’s agri-food sector. You must be using your STEMM skills to

innovate within the sector, which could include research and development or advanced manufacturing.

Advanced manufacturing
You may be eligible if you are working in a manufacturing sector including industries such as defence and

aerospace. You must be using your STEMM skills to enhance innovation. This could include activities such as

research and development, design, supply chain management increasing global competitiveness through the use

of technology.

New energy, emissions reduction and circular economy
You may be eligible if you are working in industries such as clean energy, renewables, bioenergy, carbon capture

and energy storage. You must be using your STEMM skills to support efforts to reduce waste, cut pollution and

protect the environment.

To find out if you may be eligible for the Victoria program or help with your skills assessment, EOI, ROI and visa
applications contact a registered migration agent at Australian Visa and Immigration Experts today.
https://www.avie.com.au/talk-to-us

 



Western Australia's skilled nomination program for the last few years has had two occupation lists one for

international student graduates of Western Australia and a small list for other eligible occupations.

This had meant that if you did not study in WA you would have to have a health related occupation or you could

not apply for nomination by WA. However, this year there are new occupation lists and requirements which

benefit many more applicants.

What has changed? 
General Stream list has many more occupations: 
WA now has expanded their occupation list for their general stream from only health related occupations such as

nurses and surgeons to include many more occupations such as accountants, aeroplane and helicopter pilots,

bakers, carpenters, cooks, café or restaurant managers, mechanical engineers, software engineers, ICT project

managers, management consultants, early childhood teachers and many more.

General Steam now has two schedules:
Schedule 1 - Includes only health related occupations:
To be eligible you must have:

·        a skills assessment

·        suitable points

·        suitable English 

·        either one year work experience in Australia or three years overseas

·        have a full time contract for at least 12 months work in WA

·        be located in Western Australia AND have sufficient funds to settle in Australia.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIA’S SUBCLASS 190/491 PROGRAM
IS NOW OPEN FOR THE 2021-2022 MIGRATION YEAR.
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Schedule 2 - Includes IT, teaching, trades, management, engineering and many more
To be eligible you must have:

· a skills assessment

· suitable points

· suitable English 

· have a full time contract for at least 12 months work in WA

· be located in Western Australia

· have sufficient funds to settle in Australia.

Graduate list has remained the same.
WA has not changed their list for international student graduates. Which means that some graduates who would

have previously been eligible by studying and working part time in WA will now need to get a full time

employment contract before they can become eligible. 

For some other occupations such as teachers (other than early childhood and vocational education teachers)

people will need to consider other options should they wish to remain permanently in Australia after their

studies.

Graduate list – includes Aeronautical engineers, agricultural consultants, biotechnologists, chefs, ICT Security
Specialists, Surveyors, telecommunications engineers.

To be eligible you must have:

· a skills assessment

· suitable points

· suitable English

· studied in WA for 2 years at an accredited education provider 

· have either six months Australian work experience in a closely related occupation (20 hours a week) or have a

· have a six month contract for full time work in a highly related occupation in WA

· be located in Western Australia

· have sufficient funds to settle in Australia.

For advice on your state options, to discuss whether you may be eligible for apply for WA 190/491 nomination, or

any visa to Australia including student, partner or global talent visas, contact a registered migration agent today
at Australian Visa and Immigration Experts to discuss your migration plan https://www.avie.com.au/talk-to-us



South Australia subclass 190/491 program will open 20 July 2021 for the 2021-2022 migration year and most
requirements remain the same (as hoped!) – With the addition of a program for offshore applicants with

 Critical skills 
South Australia has just announced their program will open 20 July 2021. Their occupation list is up and as usual

they support most occupations for skilled migration via one of their four programs.

How can you apply for South Australian support for the 190 or 491 visas?
You must be eligible via one of their skilled migration programs.

Which occupations do they sponsor?
South Australia nominate most occupations on the occupation lists.

What do you need to do to become eligible?
You may be able to study in SA, work in South Australia, be an entrepreneur or innovator in SA or be outside

Australia with a critical skill to become eligible for a 190 or 491 visa.
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SOUTH AUSTRALIA SUBCLASS 190/491 PROGRAM WILL
OPEN 20 JULY 2021 FOR THE 2021-2022 MIGRATION YEAR!
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More on their programs below:

Study Pathway
SA supports international students who study in their state via the study & work pathway.

For most occupations you will need to study for at least 12 months in SA and work 3 months after your study in a

related occupation. Some more popular occupations may require 6 or 12 months work experience after study in a

related occupation. If you are a high performing graduate, you may be exempt from work experience.

Work pathway:
If you are currently working in SA for between 6 and 24 months depending on your occupation you may be

eligible for 491/190. This means if you studied in a different state and then find employment in South Australia you

may be eligible under this program.

Offshore pathway:
If you are outside of Australia and have a Critical Skill you may apply to be selected for SA via a Registration of

Interest to South Australia – The information about this program is not available yet! We will update once

available.

Talent and Innovators Program:

If you are a high achieving graduate, entrepreneur, small business owner or employed in a critical priority sector

you may be eligible visa this program. This program is highly competitive.

Can you apply right away?
There are a number of steps before you find yourself ready to apply to South Australia.

For study, work and offshore programs:

To be eligible you must have:

· a skills assessment

· suitable points

· suitable English

· be located in South Australia (unless invited to apply via the offshore program)

· lodged an Expression of Interest; and either

1. studied in South Australia and worked in South Australia for at least 3 months in a related occupation unless

exempt, or

2. worked in South Australia for 6 to 24 months in a related occupation, or

For advice on your state options, whether you may be eligible for apply for SA 190/491 nomination, or any visa to

Australia including student, partner or global talent visas contact a registered migration agent today at
Australian Visa and Immigration Experts to discuss your migration plan https://www.avie.com.au/talk-to-us


